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Press Release Summary: WalkerPoker announced today that it 
has passed the $200,000 bad beat jackpot and waiting for one 
lucky player to come and take this imaginary prize.  

Press Release Body: Bad beat in poker is when you have a good hand 
that is a favorite to win beaten by another hand. "Most of the time it is 
a hand that caught a miracle draw on the river that should not have 
been played to begin with. This is more common in low limit games 
because many players have the any two cards can win mentality". Said 
Robert, WalkerPoker professional advisor. "Many players will play 
any ace and a few players will play any suited cards regardless of the 
rank. Some players are calling stations that will enter the pot with 
marginal or terrible hands and then call all the way to the river in 
hopes making their draw. Occasionally they do make their hands and 
you suffer a bad beat." 

Bad beats are a normal part of poker that a good player learns to 
accept. WalkerPoker team decided to turn the bad luck into good 
luck and is holding a bad beat jackpot "competition". If you happen to 
get a bad beat, which answers the requirements, you can win more 
than $200,000. 



WalkerP
oker.co

m is one 
of the 

fastest 
growing 

poker 
rooms in 
the poker 

world. 
Walker is 

offering 
games in all limits and around the clock tournaments with massive 
overlays. Walker Poker is a US friendly room. 

WalkerPoker.com offers huge cash bonuses for new players. The site 
will go as high as $750 bonus on any first time deposit made and 
offers around the clock freerolls for players who want to play poker 
without risking their own money.  

Web Site: http://www.walkerpoker.com  
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